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Ethics and the realm of making!

Overview!

•  Introduction !

•  Some context for a discussion of ethics in design!

•  A brief mention of Phenomenology !

•  relations between experience and subjectivity!

•  A brief introduction to the work of Hans Jonas!

•  an ethics for the technological age!

•  the realm of making !

•  Ethics in Participatory Design!
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Introduction!

When ethics extends from the realm of moral philosophy into the 
realm of everyday life – that is when it moves from exploring 

abstract questions about how to live a good life to influencing 
how people are able to do things – then people need to take a 

stand on various issues that effect them and shape the society in 
which they live.!

Levinas (and many others) argued that our ethical selves are 
defined by our ability to recognise the humanity of others. 

(importance of personal narrative, rich descriptions, ethnographic 

approaches etc)!

Introduction (continued)!

Dewey argued that morality is bound up in all our actions. It is not 
some optional extra that an be ignored, added or removed so we can 

choose to be accountable for some of our actions but not for others.!

Instead our identities are generated by our actions and interactions 

with others over time.!

•  we need to ask what kinds of identities particular technology 

produces. !

•  we need also ask what kinds of powers and capacities to act that 

specific people, whose identities are shaped through their use of 

particular technologies, will actually have in practice!



A brief discussion of phenomenology!

!

!

Phenomenology can be broadly described as the philosophy of 
existence and existential beginnings that prioritises experiential 

understandings and uses methods of relativistic and ecologically 
descriptive analysis!

It is concerned with understanding the relations between human 
existence (experience) and human subjectivity (identity)!

Phenomenological approaches to design have developed from 
the recognition that it is the lived experience of the people who 

will use technology that needs to be understood if the 

technology is to be robust, flexible and useable.!

!

We encounter the deep questions of design when we 
recognize that in designing tools we are designing ways 
of being!

!Terry Winograd and Fernando Flores (1986) Understanding Computers 

and Cognition,  Addison-Wesley p. xi.!

. !

!



Hans Jonas - The Imperative of Responsibility !

In 1979, Hans Jonas published The Imperative of Responsibility, 
examining the ethical issues surrounding modern technology !

Jonas argued that in the past all ethics had been based on the 
assumption that the ‘human condition’ was given once and for all, 

that the human good was readily determinable and that the range of 
human action, and therefore responsibility was narrowly defined.!

He argued that that development of new technologies means that 
the nature of human action has changed, and since ethics is 

concerned with action it should follow that the changed nature of 

human action calls for a change in ethics as well. Hence the need for 
a new ethics of responsibility.!

Hans Jonas - The Imperative of Responsibility !

What has changed?!

1.  Before, all dealing with the non-human world was ethically neutral because it 

had little effect on the self-sustaining nature of things!

2.  Before, ethical significance belonged to the direct dealing of of human with 
human (ie all traditional ethics is anthropocentric)!

3.  Before, the entity ‘person’ and the basic human condition was considered 

constant in essence and not itself an object of reshaping by technology!

4.  Before, the good and evil implications of any actions lay close to the act, 

either within its actual doing or immediate reach (both in time and in space). 
The effective range of actions was small and proper conduct had its 

immediate criteria and the long run of consequences was left to chance.!

To sum up: traditional ethics confined itself to the immediate setting 

of the action!



Hans Jonas - The Imperative of Responsibility !

!

!

All this has decisively changed. Modern technology has introduced actions 
of such novel scale, objects and consequences that the framework of 

former ethics can no longer contain them . . . the enormity of its powers 
forces upon ethics a new dimension of responsibility never dreamed of 

before.!

!

Hans Jonas - The Imperative of Responsibility !

Jonas argued that technology, apart form its objective works (ie 
what it actually does), assumes ethical significance by the central 

place it now occupies in human purpose.!

Its cumulative creation, the expanding artificial environment, 

continuously reinforces the particular powers in man (sic) that created 
it, by compelling their unceasing inventive employment in its 

management and further advance, and by rewarding them with 
additional success-which only adds to the relentless claim. . . assuring 

the growing ascendancy of one side of man’s (sic) nature over all the 

others , and inevitably at their expense!

!



Hans Jonas - The Imperative of Responsibility !

Jonas responded to the implications of the increased ethical 
significance of technology and suggested possible responses to it by 

calling for an ‘ethics of responsibility’!

If the realm of making has invaded the space of essential action, then 

morality must invade the realm of making, from which it has formerly 
stayed aloof !

Designing is a central activity within the world of making.!

Hans Jonas - The Imperative of Responsibility !

Central to this new ethics was the recognition of the ethical 
importance of finding ways to better predict the effects of new 

technologies as a way to strengthen and improve our decision 
making about their design and use!

the indefinite future, rather than the contemporary context of the 
action, constitutes the relevant horizon of responsibility. !

Within design, this means that approaches such as Participatory 
Design have become increasingly influential because they 

emphasise the importance of involving multiple ‘voices’ and the 

development of their capacities to envisage different futures.!

!



Jonas and other phenomenological approaches share a recognition 
of the ethical importance of how we act in everyday practices in the 

myriad of small decisions we make as designers and researchers.!

We can recognise that some solutions to design problems are 

better than others because they enable human interaction in 
different ways. Some solutions enhance the possibilities for human 

agency, others diminish it. !

This means that there can be a moral basis for choosing between 

alternative interaction design decisions that might otherwise be 

considered equivalent in terms of the functionality and usability of 
the technology. !

!

The importance of ethics in design!

!Particular people are formed not just by their own physical characteristics 
and dispositions but as much by the contexts within which they have lived 

their lives. Who particular individuals can be in the future depends very 

much on their present contexts and the options for action within them. In a 
discussion of human embodiment and ethics, Gatens (1996) argued ‘‘we are 

accountable for the present in that we are responsible for those present 

possibilities that become actual through our actions’’ (p. 105).!

 !The crucial point for design is that as present possibilities become what 

actually ‘is’, the assumptions that have shaped them become embedded 

over time, not just in the technology itself and the social and organisational 
protocols surrounding its use, but in the specific embodied histories, 

capacities and social identities of particular people.!

!



A brief introduction to Participatory Design!
!

A key impetus behind the Scandinavian tradition of 
Participatory Design was the recognition that people, 

who were not professional technology designers, were 
unable to actively participate in designing technologies 
they might use because they lacked knowledge about 

what technologies – that were yet to exist – could offer 
them.!

!

Mutual learning in Participatory Design!

!Mutual learning processes are defining of Participatory Design, 
and are generally expressed as participants and designers 

learning from and about each others’ expertise. That is, designers 
learn from the participants about their experiences, practices 

and situations, and participants learn from the designers about 
potential technological options and how these can be provided.!

 !Everyone involved learns more about technology design and 
change comes about through this learning process.!

!Mutual learning processes are crucial to developing the capacities 

of all participants in a design process to envisage future 
technologies and the situations in which they will be embedded.!



Taking a stand!

!

Equalising power relations and mutual learning are both 
motivations and outcomes of participation in design 
projects. !

The fundamental developments in the field have come 
from efforts to investigate, understand, support and 
practice participation.!

Taking a stand!

There are both pragmatic and ethical motivations for the principles 
that define Participatory Design!

There is an ethical stance underlying Participatory Design  that 
recognisers the accountability of design to the worlds it creates and 

the lives of those who inhabit them.!

Participatory designers have consistently sought ways to fully engage 

people in the design of their own futures.!

A major strength of Participatory Design is that there is a robust 

connection between ethical practice and the choice of methods, 

tools and techniques.!

!

!



Taking a stand!

1.  Those who do a particular activity know most about how it is done. !

2.  Mutual learning and the development and use of  of methods, processes, 

tools and techniques to enable designers and users to understand and learn 

from each other.!

3.  Need to involve multiple voices and equalise their expression as a way of 
ensuring active and emancipatory participation.!

4.  Working with participants to enable them to represent their own actions – 

both current and desired future actions.!

5.  Recognising that design is only ever completed in use!

6.  People have a basic right to participate in decision-making about how they 
do their work and other aspects of their lives.!

!.!

!

There are both pragmatic and ethical motivations for the principles 
that define Participatory Design!

1.  Those who do a particular activity know most about how it is done. 
Involving them in the design of future practices and related technologies 

means the outcomes are more likely to be successful.!

2.  Develop and use methods, processes, tools and techniques to enable 

designers and users to understand and learn from each other.!

3.  People have a basic right to participate in decision-making about how they 
do their work and other aspects of their lives.!

!Greenbaum, J. and Madsen, K.  (1993).  PD: A Personal Statement.   
Communications of the ACM, vol 36, no 6.  New York: ACM Press.!

!



!

We encounter the deep questions of design when we 
recognize that in designing tools we are designing ways 
of being!

!Terry Winograd and Fernando Flores (1986) Understanding Computers 

and Cognition,  Addison-Wesley p. xi.!

. !
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